
SAL/CE AIR TEMPLATE KIT SALICE 
There are two separate templates available for the machining of the AIR hinge; one is used 

for machining both the top and bottom of the door while the other is used for machining the 

top and bottom cabinet panels. 

The top box shown below, with the part # HTZTMPLTCAB, contains the template used 

for machining the cabinet parts (top & bottom panels). "CAB" refers to CABINET. The 

bottom box, with the part# HTZTMPLTDR, contains the template used for machining the 

cabinet door (top & bottom). "DR" refers to DOOR. 

TZTMPLTDR 

BE AWARE: All machining specifications must be pre-determined and verified prior to template setup. Be 

sure to calculate the cutting distances for both the doors and cabinets to be certain not to exceed the 

minimums and maximums for either part. 

Now that you know that there are two template kits, let's take a closer look to see what is 

included inside the DOOR template box. 

You should have: 

(4) "U" shaped aluminum channels,

2 long & 2 short.

(2) Large black templates (lR & ll).

(1) Pack of bushing guide inserts

(1) Hardware package

(1) Whiteside Tool pack
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Let's take a look inside the Cabinet template box. 

You should have: 

(2) Short "U" shaped aluminum

channels used as stop bars.

(4) Long aluminum channel

guide rails.

(2) Large black templates

{lR & ll).

(1) Hardware package

(1) Whiteside Tool pack

Now, let's open the packages and examine the contents. 
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Whiteside 10 mm dia., spiral up-cut router 

bit and 3/4" dia. brass guide bushing. 

Hardware package which includes: (1) 

5/32" Allen wrench, (1) 1/8" Allen 

wrench, (8) 1/4-20 x 3/4" round head 

socket screws & washers, (2) 10-24 x 

5/16" flat head socket screws, (8) flat 

channel nuts for long guide rails, (2) flat 

channel nuts for small aluminum stop 

bars and (4) 3/16" diameter ring pins. 
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